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Man rescued after two days stuck in Chinese restaurant grease
vent

Firefighters rescued a 29-year-old gentleman who was stuck for two days in the grease vent of a shuttered Chinese restaurant. Fortunately, the
owner of a nearby business heard him yelling. According to the Alameda County Sheriff's Office, the fellow has been "less than truthful about his
true intentions." From NPR:
"He's all cleaned up and rehydrated," said (Sgt. Ray) Kelly, noting that it must have taken hours to rid the man of the "horrible smell."
"We know sometimes suspects try to break into businesses to steal copper wire and plumbing and recycling for money. This appears to be
something along those lines, but not every solution is jail," Kelly said, adding that a police report has been filed and that "he may be charged
at a later time."
"But we decided to be a little compassionate. We figured he's been through enough and it is in the holiday spirit," Kelly said.
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#DEVELOPING “Had he not been found today, we could be
having a whole different conversation.” First responder says it
was no joke for the man stuck in a restaurant grease vent. One
more day, and he might not have made it. Instead he was
rescued...with cuts and bruises. #ABC7now
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Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou of China granted $10 million bail by Canada judge, awaits US
extradition hearing
A judge in Canada today granted $10 million bail for Meng Wanzhou, the CFO of
China electronics giant Huawei. She has to remain in the Vancouver area, where she
has a home. The United States has requested her extradition. China is not happy.
Huawai’s response follows. .
READ THE REST

Marriott hack blamed on China
That massive data breach that hit hotel group Marriott? Now there are clues the
hackers behind it were working for a Chinese government intelligence gathering
operation.
READ THE REST

The Death of Tumblr
Tumblr will ban ‘female-presenting nipples’ and other content beginning December
17, 2018. Photographer and writer Nate ‘Igor’ Smith is a longtime Tumblr user whose
work straddles the boundaries of art, editorial, and adult. Here, Nate explains why
Tumblr’s decision to censor is devastating for the Tumblr’s longtime users, and the
rest of us. — XJ […]
READ THE REST

Pay what you want for this massive Adobe designer's arsenal
Adobe’s design software catalog is essential to any graphics program, as much for
their simplicity as their versatility. Anyone can be an effective graphic designer with
tools like Illustrator and InDesign – and the right training in their potential. That’s
where the Adobe CC A-Z Lifetime Bundle comes in. Whether you’re getting your feet
wet […]
READ THE REST

Edit and merge PDFs easily with this game-changing Mac app
Businesses of any size continue to use PDFs despite – and perhaps because of – their
stubborn resistance to simple editing. But for those who need a little flexibility on
their documentation, the search is over for alternative software. PDF Expert for Mac
is the catch-all solution for wrangling those PDFs, and it’s available at […]
READ THE REST

6 great deals on techie stocking stuffers
When it comes to tech, smaller is better, and these items fit the bill both in terms of
size and price. We’ve rounded up our favorite stocking-ready gadgets, most of which
are already on sale – and you can take an additional 15% off any of them with the
special code MERRY15. iPM 3-in-1 Fast […]
READ THE REST

Read the rules you agree to by using this website in our Terms of Service.
We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to
Amazon.com and affiliated sites.
Boing Boing uses cookies and analytics trackers, and is supported by advertising, merchandise sales and affiliate links. Read about what we do with the data we gather in our
Privacy Policy.
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